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Getting ready to get married but yet to book your choice of venue? To arrange a marriage in its
proper and perfect style is no doubt a big task that demands for a systematic and organized
approach. Before you book any reception hall for the big day, make sure that you follow certain tips
and rules to avail the best deal .

The first thing to consider when choosing a reception venue is whether you want to have the party
at a house or a hotel. While some people like celebrating at a hotel ambiance with various facilities
and amenities in easy access, others love a homely feel. Once you have decided your choice, start
researching on that particular type of reception hall and have the best booked for your special day. If
you want to indulge in marriage as well as reception at a hotel premise, consider the location of the
wedding reception hotel well. If possible make sure that it is in close proximity to your home so that
it reduces and ease the trouble of travelling to and fro continuously. There are many big as well as
medium Hotels Reception Halls available for marriage booking. Decide on the date in advance and
book your choice venue beforehand to avoid future problems. If you are getting married in the
summer months, then it is always suggested that you definitely book your selected venue in much
advance as itâ€™s hard to get a good reception hall in peak season. On the other hand, if you are
planning to get married in the winter seasons, you may get the best hotels and venues in discounted
rates as this time is considered as offseason for marriages.

Not only for wedding, sometimes itâ€™s hard to get a function room for birthday party. if not booked in
advance. Research well in your locality and you will find lots of hotels that provide with good family
hotel deals to attract maximum number of customers. Though the trend shows that increasing
number of people are opting for hotel auditorium or hall for gatherings, there are several pros and
cons of hotel reception that you should be aware of. Like everything, reception at hotel also has its
share of pros and cons to consider as given below.

Pros of hotel reception: The most prominent advantage of booking a hotel for your wedding is that
you do not need to worry much about the wedding arrangement as it will be the duty of the hotel to
arrange for all tables, chairs etc. Moreover it is a very accessible and convenient option where your
guests can hang on to the lounge, auditorium and other sectors as per their wish. The staffs at
these hotels being thorough professionals are also apt in handling various types of people amiably,
thus making the arrangement a success.

Cons of hotel reception: As the hotel members will be taking care of all arrangements, you will have
limited control over your wedding. Moreover, sometimes hotels take up more than one wedding on
the same day, thus not only making you share the space but also leading to many confusions and
hazards.
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Gnowangerup Hotel Motel is best website for Hotel package in Australia. We provide a Family Hotel
Deals and a 
Function Room for Birthday Party. For more Information please visit our website
gnowangeruphotelmotel.com.au
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